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AUGUST 23-21, 1966 
Everything about the Purdue Sem-
inar is planned with one purpose 
. . . that is to develop your fullest 
potential as a square and or round 
dance LEADER. Sessions ore sched-
uled in many various areas where 
leadership is necessary, such as: 
calling and teaching, social rec-
reation skills; theories and phil-
osophy of square and round danc-
ing. Some specific topics to be 
discussed include: programming for 
clubs; use of material (new and 
old); progressive teaching methods; 
functions of associations, and many 
others. All Seminar activities will 
be held in the beautiful Purdue 
Memorial Center and Union. You 
dance, eat, sleep, and learn 
in two adjoining air-conditioned 
buildings. If you are a leader or 
hope to be a leader some day 
this Seminar is for you. Write for 
complete details. 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 
Division of Conferences and Continuation Services 
Purdue University, Memorial Center 
Lafayette, Indiana 
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How many of your 
square and round dancing friends 
are NOT subscribers to 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine? 
Not many, we hope. However, if you do have some 
dancing friends who are not subscribers, why not do 
them and us a favor . . . bend their ear a little about 
how great you think SQUARE DANCE Magazine is. 
If you aren't really so enthused about it, well why 
not "fib" just a little? Perhaps your friends will find 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine much more helpful and 
entertaining than you have. 
Anyway, most square and round dancers think 
our magazine is just about the best in the business. 
We have plans to make it even better in the months 
ahead. But like all things, good magazines cost money 
and need large circulations and advertising revenues. 
To get more advertising we need more subscribers . . 
to get more subscribers we need better and more fea-
tures, photos, art . . . to get better features we need 
more advertising revenue . . . so it's a vicious circle. 
However, the best way to solve these problems is 
to get a bigger and better circulation. So, please do 
us favor . . . tell your friends about SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine. You'll be surprised how much your rec-
ommendation can mean in gaining new subscribers. 
Tell your friends to write to me personally that 
they would like to subscribe on your recommendation. 
I'd appreciate it. 
ARVID OLSON 
Publisher and Editor 
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Al no time in the past 40 years has the 
influence of Country Music and its univers. 
appeal been felt as deeply and emotionally 
as today. So it is only natural that Heather 
the leading publisher in Country Music, should 
produce a magazine that fans and the industrt 
have wanted for so long. Ploodown'a first edition will establish it as one of 
America's most unique publications -- representing "Who's Who in the Country 
Music World. 
With 18 years' experience producing Country Music publications we know 
...het the fans want to see and read; we know how the trade wants to be 
represented and we know how to give the advertisers, who have been waiting 
for this rich market, the results they expect for their advertising dollar. 
Floadown will be highly interesting and unique. Each edition will be colorful, 
exciting. written and edited by people who are Country Music authorities 
Thurston Moore, Editor and Publisher, has had over 50 publications to his credit 
"eluding one novel, books on personalities such as Nat Cole and Frank Sinatra. 
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Between jips 
Styling is the form, appearance, and character of our dancing. 
Styling, or the lack of it, make:, the difference between dancing and 
merely moving around while music is playing. 
The beauty and grace that are achieved when styling is per-
fected are the most important rewards of dancing as a hobby. When 
proper styling is lacking, square and round dance figures and move-
ments cannot justly be called "dancing" at all. Instead, they become 
meaningless steps performed in spite of the music, rather than because 
of it. 
Proper styling is moving to the music. It is flowing through the 
calls or routines, not jerking through them. It is the man leading his 
partner, not his partner leading him. It is timing, taking enough steps 
to execute a particular call. It is all the intangibles that combine to 
make you graceful and poised on the dance floor. 
More often the ladies are the victims of Door styling, rather than 
the men. For example, it is always the lady's prerogative to twirl or 
not to twirl. This is her choice to make no matter what the situation 
is. After a promenade, a swing, an allemande, or any other figure, 
if a lady wants to twirl, she will let the man know by leading into it. 
Many times a lady does not want to twirl. She may be tired, 
dizzy, or lust may not enjoy twirling. If you men want to experience 
these feelings quickly, just trade places with your ladies some night 
and let her spin you around a few times. 
Another good point to remember is that allemandes and arm 
turns are meant to be flowing figures. The old saying, "Don't be the 
jerk on the end of an allemande left," should always be kept in mind. 
Two outstanding articles on both square and round dance styling 
will be published in the May SQUARE DANCE Magazine. Don't miss 
the valuable pointers in these features by Johnny Davis and Lib and 
Tom Hubbard. 
With a little effort you can improve your dance styling greatly. 
You will have more pride in your dancing, be more graceful, and be 
more poised when your styling is right. And your dancing will be 
more fun too! 
7 
Maxine and Wally Schultz 
WALLY SCHULTZ 
SQUARE 
DANCING --  
LET'S la 
F 
A (ter  partying with Wally as the Chinetr 
, .. 
"I think some of us get carried 
away sometimes and make school out 
of our square dancing and forget it's 
supposed to be a fun activity. We 
urge people into square dancing by 
telling them it's going to be fun, but 
then we don't let them have any." 
Wally Schultz of Janesville, Wis. 
thus introduced his analysis of the 
fun element in today's square dance 
activity—its place and importance—in 
a recent SQUARE DANCE inter-
view. He elaborated by tracing new 
square dancers' experiences. 
"Our leaders ( and I'm sure all call-
ers, instructors, and club officers can 
be called leaders) entice people into 
square dancing by telling them that 
they'll have more fun than they've 
ever had in their lives. So our new 
dancers take lessons and do discov-
er that they have fun. 
"Graduation time comes. Our new 
recruits head enthusiastically for their 
first open dance. They probably 
dance to a new, unfamiliar caller, and 
all in all they find out that it's not 
exactly like dancing was in class. 
Most likely all they do that first night 
is allemande left and right and left 
grand. But they tell themselves that 
eventually when they get the hang of 
it the fun will begin. 
"Through the second, third, and 
following open dances they might 
gain a little. They keep telling them-
selves that pretty soon the fun will 
start. But to this day there are many 
dancers who have yet to have the fun 
they once had when they were taking 
lessons." 
His belief that a square dance pro-
gram should be built around the fun 
element rather than choreography is 
uppermost in Wally's mind. 
"Like everybody else, I have to 
keep reminding myself that there 
should be fun in every dance, some 
laughs, and some smiles. So every 
time I find something—a gimmick, a 
story, or anything similar—that I think 
will add some smiles to a dance, I  
don't hesitate to use it." 
And use them he does. For any-
one who has ever danced to Wally 
Schultz will asure you that there is 
rarely a dull moment when he is be-
hind the mike. And every ad lib, 
every little anecdote reflects Wally's 
flawless taste and excellent judgment. 
Most of the jokes are on himself . . . 
like this story he told to dancers in 
January after he had fractured his 
thumb in an accident at work. 
"I know you're all wondering about 
my finger, so I though I'd tell you 
all at once what happened. I called 
in Louisville, Ky. New Year's Eve, 
and everything was going just great. 
But then when I was rounding the 
corner to go home, somebody step-
ped on my hand!" 
Wally and his wife Maxine are one 
of square dancing's unique couples—
equally interested, equally talented, 
and equally in demand for squares, 
rounds, and after parties. They put 
all their talents to work ten weekends 
each year as the square dance manag-
ers at the Chula Vista Dance Fests 
in Wisconsin Dells, Wis. ( see Feb-
ruary 1968 SQUARE DANCE ). 
Of his diversification, Wally says, 
"It's an advantage being interested in 
all three phases of the activity be-
cause they each complement the oth-
er. I think we miht be trying to 
do too much, but its so hard to cut 
one or the other out." 
Perhaps because he enjoys his role 
in square dancing so much himself, 
Wally is concerned that others have 
as much fun as he does. 
"I've always said that people go 
home from a dance and they don't 
remember all the clever left alle-
mandes they did or the tricky figures 
they danced. What they do remem-
ber is that this particular caller made 
them smile a little more and have a 
few more happy thoughts than 
they've had lately. Keep that in 
mind. Let's keep fun in our square 
(lancing." 	 ■ 
1966 
ONE OF THE MOST predom-inant complaints among round 
dancers currently is that after the 
first year or so a dance is not played 
and is soon forgotten, no matter how 
good a routine it may be. It is true 
that with so many new dances com-
ing out, the older dances are crowd-
ed out of the program. This is not 
true of all dances, but worthy is the 
one that can withstand the onslaught 
of the new routines. 
There has been a movement in re-
cent years to classify these "worthy" 
dances into the category of classics. 
Classics, therefore, are those dances 
that have been generally accepted as 
those the dancers enjoy doing (often 
their favorites) despite the fact that 
they might be several years old. 
As we understand it, the general 
idea of this movement was to es-
tablish a list of worthwhile dances 
that should not be dropped, but 
rather re-taught from time to time. 
No doubt many areas have a prob-
lem similar to ours where round 
dancing is relatively new. Dances 
that are ten years old or more are 
unfamiliar, including some of the 
10 
classics. This presents the problem 
of keeping current with the many 
good rounds written each year and 
yet presenting the classics to newer 
dancers. 
This perplexing problem could pos-
sibly be solved by teaching a few 
classics each year ( this has been the 
policy in our area ). However, it 
would still be difficult to catch up 
because new dancers are entering the 
activity every year. 
We have initiated a m(xlern clas-
sics program in our area in the hope 
of collecting a group of dances that 
are popular and whose popularity 
can be maintained. Tagging these 
routines as modern classics encour-
ages new dancers to learn them and 
teachers to keep reviewing them. 
The difference between classics 
is elapsed time. We wait just two 
years before voting on the dances of 
that year and select two each year 
until 20 are chosen. We then delete 
two each year to make room for the 
newer selections. 
The main idea is to let the dancers 
vote on their classics while the danc-
es are fresh enough to remember 
BY PHYL AND FRANK LEHNERT 
and yet old enough to withstand the 
test of time. Included in the voting 
are the older classics which have 
been taught that year. These rou-
tines must take their chances in the 
voting along with the current rounds 
of that year. 
The results of our voting now cov-
ering the sixth year list the follow-
ing: Neapolitan Waltz, Happy Feel-
ing, Dancing Shadows, Kiss In the 
Dark, Siesta In Seville, Very Chic, 
Rebel Rock, Sleepy Time Gal, Silk 
'N Satin, and Kontiki. The two 
dances added this year were Danke 
Schaen and Take Me Dancing, which 
edged out Cape Cod Waltz and 
C'est Magnifique. 
You may notice that five national 
classics already are on the list, and 
more may appear as they are taught. 
It is our firm conviction that we 
must have independent thinking. 
Each teacher owes his dancers the 
obligation to teach, to the best of his 
knowledge, the best possible dances. 
This has to be the genuine meaning 
of modern classics. 
There are bound to be certain 
dances that will be nationally stable  
and true classics. However, we feel 
there is a need for a local type of 
classic selection which includes some 
dances very popular in some areas 
that never do reach a national posi-
tion due to lack of promotion. 
Teachers also have an obligation to 
teach dances that are popular na-
tionally so their dancers can do the 
programmed rounds at regional, state, 
and national festivals. These obliga-
tions, plus the deluge of new dances, 
offer round dance teachers a thought-
ful problem. But maybe with ideas 
such as the modern classics both 
dancers and teachers can come out 
smiling. 	 • 
Phyl and Frank 
Lehnert are featur-
ed at Buckeye State 
and National Con-
ventions, the Fon-
tana Swap  Shop, 
and Creenbush Inn. 
They live in Toledo, 
Ohio and are in-
structors for three 
Toledo area round 
dance clubs. 
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IT WAS Nov. 29, 1958 when 
my husband and I received our 
square dance diplomas at our local 
YMCA. I can still hear the whisper of 
one of the dancers, who said, "There 
is a couple who will never make it." 
Well, we did make it, and in re-
turn, it made us! Square dancing be-
came a priceless family activity in 
our home with both our teen daugh-
ters enjoying our new found hobby 
with us. When the need for another 
teacher/caller arose in our area, my 
husband was enthusiastic about try-
ing. 
Today my husband calls for five 
clubs and one round dance group. 
How has this changed my life? I 
finally had to give up my job, but I 
really wanted to anyway. And I'm 
satisfied now, looking at the unpaint-
ed beams in the family room and the 
weeds in the flower beds. I accept 
the challenge to be through with my 
work in time to go with mv husband 
on his out of town nights. I can re-
member one of my co-workers saying, 
"Violet, is it really worth it?" It's a 
change all right! 
But that isn't what the change 
means to me. It means viewing floors 
of smiling faces. It means the con- 
tented expressions on the faces of a 
couple who met at a square dance 
and are now happily married. It 
means the wonderful feeling I had 
when a lady said, "Square dancing 
has saved our marriage. Thank you. 
It means the happiness we shared 
with a young businessman who con- 
fided to us, "You know, my reactions 
at the office have quickened since I 
started square dancing." 
Now that our daughters are mar-
ried and away, we know the vacuum 
this change can create in a home. I 
know that helping others in the same 
position to learn to square dance is 
a worthy substitute. Yes, square 
dancing has enriched our lives, keep- 
ing us happy and young. 	• 





Any subscriber is invited to write a per-
sonal experience article of about 700 
words. Each month's winner receives $10 
and a chance at the Grand Prize of an 
expense-paid square dance week end. 
THIS MONTH'S WINNING 
ENTRY BY 
VIOLET RIEWALDT 
Columbia, South Carolina 
  
''A fascinating experience . 	. I was 
amazed at all I learned." 
We are so happy we attended. We 
gained a great deal of worthwhile in-
formation." 
"I feel I picked up more information, 
and what's better, useful information, 
than I had hoped for." 
"I am sending our city Recreation De-
partment an account of the Seminar 
with recommendations that the city spon-
sored clubs send some of their officers 
next year. . . 
These are only a few of the enthusi-
astic comments from participants of the 
first National Square and Round Dance 
Leadership Training Seminar held at 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. in 
1965. Under the capable direction of 
Arden Johnson, Nita and Manning 
Smith, Shirley and Bruce Johnson, and 
Marilyn and Arvid Olson, a wide range 
of vital topics covering many phases of 
the square and round dance activity 
were presented. Panels, group discus-
sions, and dance sessions were all gain-
fully employed to give as adequate 
coverage as possible to each subject. 
A few of the topics touched upon 
were: 1) philosophy of recreation and 
square dancing, including philosophy of 
square dance leadership 	discussions 
of the role of recreation today and the 
need for competent leaders who recog-
nize their responsibilities; 2) how to 
teach square dance fundamentals -
the precise methods of teaching the 
basic square dance figures, what to say, 
how to say it; 3) one night stands -
their purpose, what type of material to 
use, tips for the caller; 4) rounds in the 
square dance program — how to intro-
duce round dancing to square dancers 
and the first steps in teaching; 5) the 
role of youth in square dancing — 
some pointers for teachers on how to 
help youngsters become an even bigger 
part of the square dance world; 6) an 
analysis of music for callers 	how to 
find one's vocal range and know what 
key records are in. 
It would be impossible to publish here 
all the information and ideas that were 
shared in four days of discussion among 
the Seminar leaders and participants. 
What follows are the highlights from 
various sessions of the 1965 Purdue 
Seminar. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF SQUARE 
DANCE LEADERSHIP 
The opening sessions of the Seminar, 
conducted by Arden Johnson and Man-
ning Smith, delved into an analysis of 
recreation today, square dancing as a 
recreation, and the role of the square 
dance leader. Here are some of their 
thoughts: 
As our society continues toward com-
plete automation, people will have more 
and more time to devote to recreation. 
Every recreation, including square and 
round dancing, will be attracting greater 
numbers. Thus the quality of recreation 
leadership must also grow and improve 
with the activity itself. 
The first task of a recreation leader 
is to recognize his opportunities, analyze 
his methods, and know just how to ini-
tiate improvement for his particular field. 
Square and round dance leaders should 
realize that their movement is large 
enough to envelop all levels of dancing, 
from the one-night stand and party level 
to challenge choreography. 
No dancer participates in all phases 
of the activity, but he should be wel-
comed into whatever phase he chooses 
for himself. It is the leader's job to see 
that every dancer enjoys his hobby as 
much as possible. 
A leader's greatest abilities lie in his 
good judgment, his adaptability to new 
and unique situations, and his exper-
ience. He must develop his personality 
and a professional presence before an 
audience to attain the greatest possible 
rapport with his dancers. He must recog-
nize his responsibilities to himself and his 
dancers and coordinate his teaching and 
leadership activities in the best interests 
of his dancers. And finally, a square 
and or round dance leader must realize 
that as a hobby leader he cannot devote 
a great deal of time to his activity. He 
should not be discouraged if he cannot 
keep pace with professional leaders, 
but should do the best possible job with 
the time he has. 
TEACHING SQUARE 
DANCE FUNDAMENTALS 
This basic "how to do it" session was 
led by Bruce Johnson as he illustrated 
precise methods of teaching square 
dance basics to new dancers. Following 
are the various movements covered and 
Bruce's teaching pointers: 
Promenade — From circle with lady 
on man's right, man faces partner and 
shakes right hands. With right hands 
still joined, man takes a step toward 
partner to inside of the circle. Reach 
under joined hands and shake left 
hands. Facing this same direction, walk 
straight ahead, allowing the lady to 
also face this direction. 
Do-so-do 	Face partner, pass right 
shoulders, slide right back to back, to 
end up facing partner in starting position. 
Grand right and left — From circle, 
face partner, shake right hands. Pull by, 
and like climbing a rope, take each suc-
ceeding lady with alternate hands, right, 
left, right, left. Count five hands. 
Formation of squares — Couples prom-
enade by fours. Circle four. One man 
breaks with his left hand, picks up an-
other group of four. Circle eight. Ex-
plain couple numbers and position. Also 
explain that one couple takes the num-
ber one position and others form around 
that couple. If couples are needed, 
number one man holds up his hand. 
Swing — Teach at first a walk-around 
swing. To finish the swing, man walks 
around until he is facing center of the 
circle or square, drops joined hands, to 
let his partner roll off his right arm to 
also face the center. 
Courtesy turn 	Face partner, man 
and lady raise left hands and touch 
them palm to palm. Man reaches right 
arm around lady's waist and backs up 
as he turns lady forward to end facing 
center of the circle or square. 
Additional points on teaching pro-
cedures included these: 
Do not keep dancers up on their feet 
for more than 25 minutes at one time. 
Be sure to put some fun into teaching 
sessions. Dancers should be relaxed. 
Develop a definite teaching sequence 
that lets figures reasonably follow other 




Manning Smith put the Seminar par-
ticipants through their paces just as if 
they were one-nighters. He explained 
that emphasis should be placed on 
dancers learning as little and having 
as much fun as possible. Keep dancers 
active and moving. Many points covered 
previously for teaching square dance 
fundamentals can be adapted for use at 
one-night stands. 
Again concentrate on letting the peo-
ple relax. Use good judgment in select-
ing material. Last minute changes will 
probably be necessary in any pre-
designated program since every crowd 
is different. Do not expect one group 
(perhaps a P.T.A. party) to enjoy the 
same one-night stand material that an-
other group (perhaps a hay ride party) 
does. 
Be sure diction is perfect. Dancers 
cannot enjoy themselves if they cannot 
understand the caller. Use circle forma-
tions for as many dances as possible so 
the greatest number of people can 
participate. Mixers are usually enthusi. 
astically received at one-nighters. Par-
ticularly at one-night stands, do not 
assume that the dancers know anything 
about square dancing. 
Purdue I: niuersity, Lafayette, L►d., site 
of the Purdue Seminar 
INTRODUCING ROUNDS INTO 
THE SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM 
A discussion and demonstration of 
how to introduce rounds into the square 
dance program was led by Nita and 
Manning Smith. Teaching techniques 
were shown by the Smiths while dancers 
"learned" Left Footers One-Step, Oh 
Boy!, Alabama Waltz, Johnny-O-Polka, 
and San Juan. Manning elaborated on 
the following ideas: 
Adding rounds to a square dance 
program is always governed by just 
how much time can be allotted. As in 
developing a definite sequence for 
teaching squares, the same must be done 
for rounds. Teaching plans should fit 
into the designated 15, 20, or 25 lessons 
scheduled. 
The first accent in a round dance 
class should be on fun and relaxation 
with the easy dances and mixers used to 
show dancers just how much they can 
and will enjoy round dancing. Concen-
trate on getting dancers moving and 
active The sooner they are dancing, 
the better for both student and teacher. 
Don't be too concerned about perfecting 
steps or routines at first. Be sure the 
dancers want to learn to round dance. 
Teachers may have to create this desire 
themselves. 
Begin with simple walking steps, and 
gradually progress into box-steps, vines, 
pivots, and so on. Be sure the dancers 
thoroughly understand their hand and 
body positions and what each step ac-
complishes. 
Staff and participants of the 1965 Pur-
due Seminar 
15 
YOUTH IN SQUARE DANCING 	 MUSIC ANALYSIS FOR CALLERS 
A discussion and "talk back" session 
on the role of young people in square 
dancing was moderated by Tessa 
Malopsy, who presented a basic list of 
dos and don'ts for leaders who work 
with youth. Included were the following: 
Do sell square dancing to young 
people for what it is—an activity whose 
primary purposes are fun and recreation, 
but one that also requires skillful ability. 
Do treat young dancers intelligently. 
They will respect a leader who respects 
them. Do use modern music and dance 
patterns. Let them identify square danc-
ing with their generation's hunger for 
new ideas. Do try to cope with younger 
folks' boundless energy. Use good judg-
ment and gentle disciplining. 
Don't talk down to youngsters. As 
much as is possible, treat them as you 
would new adult dancers. Don't even 
think of organizing a square dance 
program for young people with the 
idea of making money. It's not possible. 
Don't let lessons or club dances become 
work. Square dancing is a recreation 
for youngsters just as it is for adults. 
When sessions become tiresome and or 
troublesome, stop and re-evaluate the 
program and procedures. Try a new ap-
proach. Don't force young dancers on 
adult groups if they are not able to par-
ticipate at the adult level. Decisions of 
this nature depend on the leader's good 
judgment and the adult dancers in each 
area. 
Youngsters who are introduced to 
square dancing in their teens and pre-
teens learn social behavior, codes of 
etiquette, and methods of group par-
ticipation that they cannot derive from 
social dancing alone. They learn to 
work individually for the success of a 
group, namely their square. 
Young people add a much-needed 
zest and vitality to the activity. They 
belong in square dancing. 
16 
An afternoon session by Bruce John 
.on gave callers at the Seminar a work-
able yardstick for finding their own voice 
ranges and determining what key re-
cords are made in. Bruce also gave 
advice on doing singing calls for the call-
er who doesn't fancy himself a singer. 
Because music is the heart of square 
dancing itself every caller should have a 
working knowledge of his own musical 
abilities. A caller can establish his vocal 
range by singing a note that feels com-
fortable. From that note go higher until 
the voice sounds strained. From the some 
note go lower until the voice "shifts 
gears." All the notes between the strain-
ing point and the "gear shift" point are 
included in the vocal range. 
Almost everyone has at least a five-
note vocal range, and most people have 
greater ranges. A five-note range is all 
that is necessary to do most singing calls 
because all the chords used in singing 
calls contain at least one note within a 
caller's vocal range. 
Callers who shy away from singing 
con use a speaking voice on singing 
calls quite effectively. A combination of 
speaking and chanting gives variety to 
a caller's delivery. 
To find what key a particular record 
is in, establish the musical scale. The 
last note of a record is usually "do," the 
first note of the scale. Find that "do" on 
a piano, and you will have found the 
key. By establishing what key an es-
pecially comfortable singing call is 
recorded in, a caller can learn what 
key is generally best for him. 
FUTURE 
lit-gistrations are now being ac-
cepted for the 1966 National Square 
and Round Dance Leadership Training 
Seminar to be held Aug. 23-27 at Pur-
due University, Lafayette, hid. Bro-
chures are available on request from: 
Division of Conferences and Continua-
tion Services, Memorial Center, Purdue 




Here are more square and round 
dance vacations for 1966. See the 
March 1966 SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine for our Annual Vacation 
Guidepost. 
Look over the listings of all the 
camps, institutes, seminars, week 
ends, and the like and plan your 
spring, summer, or fall vacation 
around your favorite hobby—
square dancing! Check the adver-
tisements in our spring issues for 
more complete information about 
many vacations. 
When writing for reservations 
or information, please mention 
that you read about the vacation 
in SQUARE DANCE Magazine. 
FALL FOILAGE 
Dates: Oct. 21-23 
Location: Jug End Barn, South 
Egremont, Mass. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Curley Cus-
ter, Earl Johnston 
Contact: Al Brundage, P.O. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
FUNSTITUTES 
Dates: July 10-15; Aug. 7-12 
Location: Hotel Thayer, West 
Point, N. Y. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Art Harris, 
Dave Taylor, Curley Custer, 
Jack Jackson, Dot and Date Fos-
ter, Laura and Paul Merola 
Contact: Al Brundage, P.O. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
GILMORE CALLERS' COLLEGE 
Dates: June 7-12; June 26-July 1 
Location: Battle Creek, Michigan 
(June 7-12) and Glenwood 
Springs, Colo. (June 26-July 1) 
Staff: Ed Gilmore 
Contact: Dru Gilmore, P.O. Box 
191, Dept. A, Yucaipa, Calif. 
LABOR DAY VACATION 
Dates: Sept. 2-5 
L o c a t i o n: Dreamland Ballroom, 
Conneaut Lake Park, Pa. 
Staff: Ron Schneider, Ralph Pav-
lik, Dan Dedo 
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Contact: Kon Yacht Kickers, Box 
121, Meadville, Pa. 
LABOR DAY WEEK END 
Dates: Sept. 2-5 
Location: New Hampshire High- 
way Hotel, Concord, N. H. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Jim Mayo, 
John Hendron 
Contact: Al Brundage, P.O. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
LEISURECRAFT AND COUNSELING 
CAMP 
Dates: April 22-28 
Location: 4-H Memorial Camp, 
Monticello, Ill. 
Staff: Robert Tully, Earl Regnier 
Contact: Mrs. Naomi Baker, R.R. 
ti, Box 70, West York, Ill. 
LIGHTED LANTERN 
Dates: July17-Aug. 13 (four weeks) 
Location: Lookout Mountain, Gold-
en, Colo. 
Staff: Al Brownlee, Ray Smith, 
Vaughn Parrish, Gaylon Shull, 
Johnny LeClair, Sal Fanara, 
Beryl Main, Willard Riddell, 
Francis Zeller, Edna and Gene 
Arnfield, Bettye and Charlie 
Proctor, Helen and Bob Smith-
wick, Pete and Don Hickman 
Contact: Paul Kermiet, Rt. 3, 
Golden, Colo. 
LLOYD SHAW DANCE FELLOWSHIP 
Dates: Aug. 14-19 
Location. Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Staff: All participants 
Contact: Mrs. Dorothy Shaw, 1527 
Winfield Ave., Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 
MEMORIAL DAY WEEK END 
Dates: May 27-30 
Location: New Hampshire High- 
way Hotel, Concord, N. H. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Dick Jones, 
John Hendron 
Contact: Al Brundage, P.O. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
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OKTOBERFEST 
Dates: Oct. 6-9 
Location: LaCrosse, Wis. 
Staff: Jerry Helt, Jack Jackson, 
Frank Lane, Max Forsyth, Bob 
Yerington 
Contact: Bill Sauer, 2121 Main St., 
LaCrosse, Wis. 
SPRING FLING 
Dates: April 22-24 
Location: LaCrosse, Wis. 
Staff: Earl Johnston, Jerry Helt, 
Edna and Paul Tinsley 
Contact: Bill Sauer, 2121 Main St., 
LaCrosse, Wis. 
SPRING FROLIC 
Dates: May 6-8 
Location: Jug End Barn, South 
Egremont, Mass. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Ron Schnei-
der, Bob Yerington 
Contact: Al Brundage, P.O. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
SUMMERTIME CAPERS 
Dates: Aug. 12-14 
Location: O'Hare Congress Inn, 
Franklin Park, Ill. 
Staff: Bob Fisk, Jim Stewart, Dot 
and Ken Olson 
Contact: Irma Stewart, 6320 Kir-
schoff, Des Plaines, Ill. 
THANKSGIVING WEEK END 
Dates: Nov. 24-27 
Location: Dennis Hotel, Atlantic 
City, N. J. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Marshall Flip-
po, Jack Jackson, Dottie and 
Jules Billard 
Contact: Al Brundage, P.O. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
THREE B'S WEEK END 
Dates: Oct. 14-16. 
Location: Grand Lake Lodge, Leb-
anon, Conn. 
Staff: Al Brundage, Bob Brundage, 
Dad Brundage. 
Contact: Al Brundage, P. 0. Box 
46, Springdale, Conn. 
t-0  atiVelat.;  





CONRAD HILTON HOTEL 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
All activities under one roof. Room for 700 squares -plenty 
of dance floor space. Air-conditioned throughout for your com-
fort. Wonderful acoustics. Demonstrations and after parties. 
Square dance exhibitor booths. Free souvenir program book. 
Planned activities for youngsters. Midwest's finest 
callers and round dance leaders. Gracious living 
in Chicago's foremost hotel at square dancer rates. 
Write for special train and bus schedules. 




Dee and Bill Gresens 
Directors of Registration 
SECOND ILLINOIS STATE 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
25 East Chestnut Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
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Edited by Willard Orlich 
CHOREOGRAPHY 
One of the most intriguing parts 
of square dance choreography is the 
realization and understanding of 
zero movements. After grasping the 
knowledge of the possible geometric 
shapes of the entire square and the 
equivalent movement possibilities, 
one is suddenly confronted with the 
fact that moving dancers through a 
certain combination of movements 
brings them back to identical relative 
positions to each other. 
Perhaps they are not on the exact 
spot of the dance floor that they 
originally started from, but they are 
in the same relative formation they 
had. It doesn't matter in what shape 
the formation was. The zero move-
ment (or combination of movements) 
brings them back to that point. Sim-
ple examples of this thought follow. 
SQUARED-UP SET 
Head couples promenade half way 
round 
Down the center with a right and 
left thru... 
Head couples pass thru, California 
twirl 
Side couples cross trail thru, U turn 
back . . . 
Heads square thru three-quarters, 
California twirl 
Sides pass thru, separate, go round 
two 
Meet your partner, star thru, Cali-
fornia twirl . . . 
CIRCLE SET-UP 
Allemande left, alamo style, right to 
partner, balance a while 
Men cross over, girls turn about, bal-
ance 
Girls cross over, men turn about, bal-
ance . . . 
Allemande left alamo style, right to 
partner, balance a while 
Swing thru, go right and left 
Swing thru again, go right and 
left . . . 
LINE SET-UP 
( From lines of four facing, couples in 
sequence) 
Right and left thru 
Cross trail thru, U turn back . . 
(From lines of four facing, any com-
bination) 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double 
pass thru 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
round . . . 
(Repeat two more times to zero out) 
DOUBLE PASS THRU SET-UP 
Double pass thru, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru again, cloverleaf ... 
Double pass thru, U turn back 
Centers dixie daisy on the double 
track 
Cross by the right, turn half by the 
left 
Cross back by the right . . . 
EIGHT CHAIN THRU SET-UP 
(From normal couple set-up) 
Right and left thru 
Pass thru, California twirl . . . 
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(From any couple set-up) 
Swing thru, centers run 
Wheel and deal to face those two . . . 
(From any couple set-up) 
Centers split the outsides 
Separate, go round one into the mid- 
dle 
Square thru four hands round . . . 
LINES FACING OUT SET-UP 
Ends turn in, pass thru, split two, go 
round one to a line 
Lines pass thru, ends turn in, pass 
thru 
Lines pass thru . . . 
Arch in the middle, dixie twirl 
Lines pass thru . . . 
CALLERS' QUESTIONS 
GEORGE GARGANO, Hibb in g, 
Minn.: "About slide thru—dancers 
like it. Some found it confusing when 
called after a swing thru. Dancers 
were standing shoulder to shoulder 
and were confused as to whom to 
slide thru with, as they were not 
facing." 
The command to slide thru must be 
called before the swing thru is fin-
ished, just as swing star thru. It would 
be impossible to star thru from an 
ocean wave formed by the swing 
thru without having the man's arm 
go across the lady's face to reach her 
left hand for the star thru. She has 
to fudge. The slide thru is a step 
thru, man right face, lady left face. 
ROD BLAYLOCK, Albany, Ga.: 
"Since Labor Day, we have been 
dancing a movement called square 
back by Danny Robinson of Winter 
Park, Fla. It is very similar to square 
turn back, but with a turn thru move-
ment on every second hand. If the 
call is given to square back, dancers 
start a square thru, but on the sec-
ond hand do a turn thru, pull by, go 
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two more hands, and then do an-
other turn thru, pull by. This leaves 
the dancers exactly where they would 
be after a regular square thru." 
Rod, the movement sounds like 
fun, but of course we now have the 
square turn thru which is usable 
with all fractions of a square thru. 
How would you compensate for a 
three-quarter square back with only 
three hands involved? 
ROBERT HOLUB, Wausau, Wis.: 
"From a double pass thru formation 
or eight chain thru position, the 
designated couples (outside, inside, 
center) do a U turn back and step 
in between the other couple to form 
a line of four (two-faced or facing 
same direction)." 
The movement seems to be op-
posite of cast back in that actives 
squeeze in ( like centers in) instead 
of becoming the new ends ( like cen-
ters out). The figures were tried and 
true, but the impression was dull be-
cause the idea seems too similar to 
other current movements. 
JACK LASRY, Miami, Fla.: "In think-
ing about using the centers to start 
swing thru movements, I have been 
working with reverse the top as sug-
gested by the author. Have had good 
dancer reaction." 
We have tried figures using re-
verse the top and have enjoyed them 
as a change. However, rather than 
pursue this thought, we are holding 
back because a new idea by Chuck 
Raley, called dixie spin, is now in 
the exploratory stage. It works well 
and so far is very acceptable. It will 
probably be ready for release next 
month. This movement starts with 
a dixie style to an ocean wave (left 
hand wave formation ), and immedi-
ately the centers star three-quarters 
while the ends move up one-quarter 
to end up in an ocean wave. 
BASIC BREAKDOWN 
CHAINS AND STARS, Part I 
Chains technically always start 
with a right hand ( palm star) to go 
half ( across ), three-quarters, full, 
once and a quarter, once and a half, 
and so on to end with a courtesy 
turn. There are exceptions like dixie 
chain, teacup chain and the like 
which are explained in their own 
breakdowns. 
Stars technically always start with 
a right hand using a palm star half 
way, but a wrist hold ( the one ahead 
of you) for three-quarter, full, once 
and a quarter, and so on to end with 
a forearm turn. To star by the left, 
the command must be given to do so. 
Some areas use ladies chain having 
skirts held in right hand palm star; 
some dancers palm star with skirts 
held in left hand; and some areas 
never use skirt work. We like the 
skirts used in the right hand for ef-
fectiveness and to help differentiate 
a star from a chain. 
TEACHING EXAMPLES 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
All four ladies chain three-quarters 
round 
Four ladies chain straight across 
Then star them back to a left alle-
mande . . . 
Allemande left, ladies star, gents 
promenade 
Same girl allemande left, gentlemen 
star 
Ladies promenade to the same old 
one, left allemande . . . 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Forward eight and back, right and 
left thru 
Same two cross trail thru 
Boys star right, girls promenade 
Pass your partner, go to the corner 
Left allemande 
All four men go forward and back 
Star by the right on the inside track 
Pass your partner to a left hand 
swing 
Four ladies star across the ring, left 
hand swing 
Men star back across the land 
Hello, corner, left allemande . . . 
Promenade, don't slow down 
Boys roll back with a double whirl 
Promenade with the second girl 
Back out to an eight hand ring 
Circle to the left and hear me sing 
Four ladies chain across the ring 
Put her in the lead to an eight hand 
star 
Right hand star, star all eight 
Girls roll out, pass one man 
There's the corner, left allemande . . . 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
round 
Heads go forward and back 
Same four lead right, circle to a line 
Two ladies chain across the track 
Star them back to a left allemande ... 
Allemande left, head couples star, 
sides promenade 
Same one allemande left 
Side couples star, heads promenade 
Same one left allemande . . 
FIGURES AND BREAKS 
FIGURES 
by Ed Hollow, Niland, Calif. 
Partner twirl equals California 
twirl; corner twirl equals California 
twirl. 
Head ladies chain across the town 
Heads star thru, pass thru, circle 
four 
Head gents break to lines of four 
Partners twirl, bend the line 
Roll away, half sashay, corners twirl 
Cast off three-quarters round, square 
thru three-quarters 





Chicago's fabulous Square Dance Shop of-
fers you these wonderful buys in petticoats. 
Order by Mail Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
STYLE 585 
	
$14 00  
A beautiful petticoat with a metal-
lic flower pattern in either white 
and gold or white and silver lurex. 
Edged in matching metallic lace. 
Underskirt of nylon sheer to pro-
tect the stockings. Tricot top. 
Sizes: P S M L 
STYLE 580 	 $14 C33 • 
With two layers of nylon chiffon, 
deluxe style billows so very full it 
finishes with 18 yards on each 
layer. White, Red, Black, Pink, 
Blue. Sizes: P S M L 




STYLE 578 	 $8 00 
A new style with Meet yoke. Outer skirt 
of crisp "Nylon Baby Horsehair," un-
derskirt of soft nylon sheer to prevent 
scratchiness. Self-colored binding on each 
tier. White, Red, Black, Pink, Blue, 
Maize and Beige. Sizes: P S M L 
STYLE 579. Same as style 578. Each tier 
variegates into several pastel colors. 
$12.00 
• • 
, •,7..-,  
,, ... 
STYLE N-20 
$5 00 PNEr"i'' 
STYLE N-20. Nylon tricot sissy pants. Cut wide 
and shirred in with 7 rows matching lace using 
elastic thread to give form fitting pants of ex-
ceptional comfort and frilly beauty. White, 
Black, Red, Pink, Blue. Sizes: S M L 
STYLE 581 	 $14 00 
A new 50-yard petticoat of spe-
cial nylon designed for fullness. 
Adjustable waistband on cotton 
batiste top. White, Red, Pink, 
Black, Turquoise. Sized by 




STYLE 582 	 $ 2 00 
Fullest and most practical bouffant. 
Adjustable cotton waist band to all 
sizes. Three layers of marquisette and 
nylon net with over 45 yards of ruf-
fles bound with taffeta 
having a nylon leader 
line insertion to keep 
the flounces resiliant and 
lively. Combined layers 
tone on tone colors. Nile 
Green Tones, Earth 
Tones, Orchid Tones, 
Grey, Black and All 
White. Sized by length: 
22", 23", 24", 25", and 
26". 
STYLE N-18. This style fits beautifully. Five tiers of lace. 
White, Pink, Blue in Dacron and cotton blend. Red 
and Black are in cotton broadcloth only, also White with 
Pink and Blue lace( Multi-colored). Sizes: P S M L 
and XL 
Order by Mail or Visit 
SQUARE DANCE 
SHOP 
6407 North Caldwell Ave., 	Chicago, III. 60646 
PHONE: 312-763-8252 
HOURS: Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.: 10 AM-5 PM, Mon. 
and Thurs.: 10 AM-9 PM, Sun.: 1-5 P.M. 
CONVENIENT TO ALL EXPRESSWAYS. On U.S. High-
way 14 at Caldwell and Devon. 
p 
I 
TO ORDER BY MAIL 
Be sure to include information 
about the items you order. Give 
style number, sizes, colors de-
sired. Also be sure to include 
your name and address. You 
may send complete payment or 
we will bill you. We pay post-
age. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Join hands, circle left 
Corners twirl, circle right 
Partners twirl,gents star left three- 
quarters round 
Box the gnat, pull her by, pass one 
girl 
Left allemande . . . 
Sides right and left thru, square thru 
four hands 
Star thru, partners twirl, U turn back 
Corners twirl, bend the line 
Centers star thru, pass thru, split two, 
around one 
Go right and left grand . . . 
Heads square thru four hands round 
Sides partner twirl 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, partners twirl 
Gents change hands, left alle-
mande . . . 
LOOSE WHEEL 
by Dick Hamilton, Sepulveda, Calif. 
One and three cross trail, go around 
one to lines of four 
Forward and back, roll away, half 
sashay 
Fold the ends, right and left thru 
Dive thru, pass thru, split those two 
Go around one to lines of four, for- 
ward and back 
Fold the ends, left allemande . . 
THREE LITTLE LADIES 
by John Ward, Alton, Kans. 
Four ladies chain across the way 
Couple number one only half sashay 
Circle up eight, you're doing fine 
Head gents break to make that line 
(lines of five and three) 
Forward eight and back with you 
Ends move up and star thru 
Just circle up eight and hear me say 
Three little ladies half sashay 
Once more three little ladies half 
sashay 
Last time, three little ladies half 
sashay 
Left allemande . . . 
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TESTING THE CAKE 
by John Ward, Alton, Kans. 
Head couples star thru, double pass 
thru 
Peel off and line up four 
All eight pass thru across the track 
Ends trade, centers turn back 
Left allemande . . . 
MERGING TRAFFIC 
by John Ward, Alton, Kans. 
Head ladies chain across tonight 
Same ladies chain to the right 
All four couples forward and back 
All four couples square thru 
A full square thru, four hands you fly 
Then a right to corner (partner), pull 
her by 
Left allemande . . . 
TRADE PLACES 
by John Ward, Alton, Kans. 
One and three right and left thru 
Same four cross trail back across the 
floor 
Go around one to lines of four 
All eight pass thru across the track 
Ends trade, centers turn back 
Forward eight and back so bold 
Pass thru, centers cross fold 
Star thru, all eight pass thru 
Ends trade, centers turn back 
Forward eight and back so bold 
Pass thru, centers cross fold 
Left allemande . . . 
STEP THRU FIGURES 
by Pete Sansom, West Palm Beach, Fla. 
Side ladies chain to the right 
Heads star thru, do-sa-do to an ocean 
wave 
Swing thru once and a half, step thru 
Swing thru once and a half, step thru 
Those who can swing thru once and 
a half, step thru 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande . . . 
Heads do-sa-do to an ocean wave 
Swing thru once and a half, step thru 
U turn back, star thru 
Swing thru once and a half, step thru 
Left allemande . . . 
DIXIELAND DEAL 
by Bob Kent, Warwick, R.I. 
Side ladies chain across 
• Same two ladies chain to the right 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Those who can right and left thru 
Same two dixie chain, ladies chain on 
Courtesy turn this little Sue 
Face these two, star thru 
Right and left thru, cross trail back 
Skip one girl, left allemande . . . 
SIR ARKY LATE 
by Bob Kent, Warwick, R.I. 
Head ladies chain you do 
Couples two and three right and left 
thru 
Side couples right and left thru 
Same ladies chain you do 
Couple number one stand back to 
back 
With your corner box the gnat 
Square your set, let's dance like that 
Head couples half square thru 
Do-sa-do and don't be vexed 
Make an ocean wave with the same 
sex 
All eight circulate you do, now swing 
thru 
All eight circulate you do, now swing 
thru 
Box the gnat with that Sue 
Those who can right and left thru 
Others change hands, everybody left 
allemande . . . 
EASY PICK'UNS 
by Milton Lease, Palm Springs, Calif. 
Heads star thru, cross trail thru 
U turn back, pass thru 
With the sides star thru, cross trail 
thru 
U turn back, pass thru 
Bend the line, star thru, cross trail 
• thru 
U turn back, pass thru 
Those who can star thru, cross trail 
thru 
U turn back, pass thru 
Separate, go around one 
Face that girl for a left allemande ... 
MIXED HASH 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, LI, N.Y. 
Heads square thru four bands 
Sides California twirl, peel off, pass 
thru 
Same sex California twirl 
Star thru, centers pass thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Two and four right and left thru 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Pass thru, face down the line 
Dixie daisy two-thirds 
Centers box the gnat, square thru 
three-quarters 
Peel off, star thru, substitute 
Pass thru, box the gnat 
Right and left grand . . . 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Pass thru, lines divide 
Peel off, cross trail thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Two and four right and left thru 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Pass thru, face down the line 
Double pass thru, cross cloverleaf 
Centers turn back, go right and left 
grand . . . 
SQUARE TURN THRU FIGURES 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, L.I., N.Y. 
Heads square turn thru 
Half square turn thru 
Wheel and deal, girls turn back 
Left allemande . . . 
Two and four right and left thru 
Same ladies chain, heads square chain 
thru 
Half square turn thru, wheel across 
Pass thru, girls trade 
Split circulate to a left allemande . . . 
Heads square turn thru four hands 
Split thru, go round one down the 
middle 
Square turn thru three-quarters 
Others half sashay, divide and star 
thru 
Horseshoe turn to a left alle-
mande . 
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Two and four right and left thru 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Slide thru, dive thru, double star thru 
Half square turn thru, wheel across 
Pass thru, face down the line, sub- 
stitute 
Square turn thru three hands 
Others divide and star thru 
Those who did a turn thru cross trail 
thru 
Meet a girl and star thru 
Everybody turn back, go right and 
left grand . . . 
Heads star thru, square turn thru 
four hands 
Others divide and star thru 
Dive thru, square turn thru four 
hands 
Others divide and star thru 
Horseshoe turn, slide thru (two men 
and two girls facing) 
Those who can square turn thru 
three-quarters 
Others move along and star thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Two and four right and left thru 
Same side ladies chain across 
Heads split square turn thru four 
hands 
Wheel and split square turn thru 
three hands 
Girls trade, split circulate to a left 
allemande . . . 
PEEL OFF 41 
by Harris Stockard, Lakewood, Calif. 
Heads lead right, circle four to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, peel off, star thru, 
cloverleaf 
Double pass thru, first couple left, 
next one right 
Star thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande . . . 
PEEL OFF :2 
by Harris Stockard, Lakewood, Calif. 
Heads lead right, circle four to a 
line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, peel off, pass thru 
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"TIL THE WELL RUNS DRY" 





(Music by Gene Garf) 
"MILORD" 
A very easy but exciting two-step by 
Bernie Tourigny and Jan Brunel. 
"CALL IT LOVE" 
A rhythm two-step (but not difficult) 
by Hi and Cookie Gibson. 
HI-HAT 825 
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\Vheel and deal; men square thru 
three-quarters / 
Star thru, bend the line, cross trail 
thru 
Left allemande . . . 
TRADE FIGURES 
by Harris Stockard, Lakewood, Calif. 
Head ladies chain, heads square thru 
four hands 
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave 
Girls trade, boys run, California twirl 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal to 
face those two 
Star thru, do-sa-do to an ocean wave, 
swing thru 
Boys trade, boys run, step forward 
California twirl, star thru, square thru 
three-quarters 
Left allemande . . . 
Head ladies chain, heads star thru 
Pass thru, do-sa-do to an ocean wave 
Girls trade, boys circulate, girls trade 
Boys run, couples circulate, wheel 
and deal  
Dive thru, star thru, cross trail 
Left allemande . . . 
TWO TIMES 
by Lee Boswell, Gardena, Calif. 
One and three square chain thru 
across the track 
Square chain thru the outside two 
You're facing out, so bend the line 
Right and left thru, cross trail thru 
Left allemande . . . 
SQUARE CHAIN THRU FIGURE 
by Tom Tobin, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Heads to the middle and hack 
Same two square chain thru 
(Opposite right, face partner, left 
swing thru once and a half, pull 
by) 
Circle four with the outside two 
Heads break to lines of four 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Center four star thru, then lead to 
the right 
Left allemande . . 
f---"OA DON'T BE LEFT OUT ON A LIMA 
#14 THIS YEAR AT VACATION TIME! 










LS. TIMER 110TEL 
on the grounds of 
West Point Academy 
WEST POINT, N Y 
Al Brundage Vacations 
P.O. Box 46 
Springdale, Conn. 06879 
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ENDS QUICK 
by Tom Tobin, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Head ladies chain across 
Two and four right and left thru 
Heads up to the middle and back 
Same two square chain thru in the 
middle of the land 
Left allemande . . . 
EASY DIXIE 
by Tom Tobin, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Two and four right and left thru 
Head couples half square thru 
Circle four with the outside two 
Heads break to lines of four 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Dixie double star thru, everybody 
turn back 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande• . . . 
DIXIE DOUBLE STAR THRU EXAMPLE 
by Tom Tobin, Los Angeles, Calif. 
One and three right and left thru 
Same two half square thru 
Circle four with the outside two 
FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
10 GREAT WEEKS JUNE 19-AUG 27 
Heads break to lines of four 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Dixie double star thru, cloverleaf, go 
single file 
Center four box the gnat 
Right and left thru the other way 
back 
Substitute, center four box the gnat 
Right and left thru the other way 
back 
Substitute, double pass thru 
Cloverleaf, go single file 
Walk into a dixie grand, go right, left, 
right 
Left allemande . . . 
SQUARE CHAIN ON THE BIAS 
by Ted Wegener, Gardena, Calif. 
One face two and three face four 
Square chain thru across the floor 
When you're thru, center four square 
chain thru 
On the count of eight, everybody 
California twirl 




Located in the heart of the beautiful Rocky 
Mountains, Peaceful Valley Lodge is like a 
dream come true as the perfect vacation 
spot for the entire family. Enjoy three 
wonderful meals every day (all you can 
eat); evening dance parties; special pro-
grams for teenagers and children under 
trained leadership; swimming in heated, 
filtered pool; horseback riding and instruc-
tion; trout fishing; hiking; wonderful scenery 
and real trail fellowship. Workshops on 
Squares and or Rounds in daytime; danc-
ing in evening for entire family and later 
for adults only. The only bona fide dude 
ranch offering square dance vacations. 
Write or telephone for FREE brochure: 
KARL BOEHM, 
Peaceful Valley Lodge, SD-4, 
Star Rt., Lyons, Colo. Ph. (303) 747-2204 




Same two half square thru 
Everybody square chain thru 
Count to eight, move on to the next 
Right and left thru, then cross trail 
to the corner 
Left a I I emande 	. 
SQUARE CHAIN PROMENADE 
by Ted Wegener, Gardena, Calif. 
Promenade, don't slow down 
One and three wheel around 
Do-sa-do the two you meet 
Square chain thru, go left, right, left 
Two ladies chain, turn that Sue 
Center two square thru three- 
quarters 
Outsides California twirl 
Left allemande . . . 
RED HOT FIGURES 
by Ted Wegener, Gardena, Calif. 
One and three star thru 
Eight roll away, half sashay 
Centers pass thru, go red hot 
Turn this lady with a right hand 
round  
Partner left, all the way round 
Corner right, right hand round 
Partner left, roll promenade . . . 
Promenade (with partner), don't 
stop 
Walk right into the old red hot 
Her by the right, partner by the left 
All the way round, corner by the 
right 
Swing the partner when she comes 
down. . . 
DIXIE DOUBLE STAR THRU 
by Lee Boswell, Gardena, Calif. 
Four ladies chain, heads half sashay 
All eight circle left about a mile 
Then circle right, go single file 
Gents U turn back, dixie double star 
thru 
Ladies left, gents right, dixie double 
star thru 
Ladies left, gents right, dixie grand 










DEEP IN MY HEART" 	by 	Blackie 	8 Dottie Heatwole 
A lovely waltz by gifted composers. 
"WONDERFUL RAIN" 	by 	Willie 	8. Vonnie 	Stotler 
Classic 	round 	now 	available 	again. 
"WHIRLPOOL HOEDOWN" 
"PINEY WOODS WHOOP" 	Real 	rousers. 
Recent Rounds Recent Squares 
14083 Moonlight 	Saving 	Time 	Allex 	Vous En 12079 Yellow 	Bird—Schneider 
`4082 Archie's Melody Winter Miner 12078 This 	Land—Davis 
'4081 Love 	Me Tenderly SF 	Bay 12077 Henry The 	Eighth—Johnston 




TOP 25120 "THE MOON IS MAKING EYES"A quiet dance. 
TOP 25121 "THE HAPPY SQUARE DANCE WAY" 	A cotton- 
p ckin rouser. Both ore flips by our Canadian fireball Ron Thornton. 
  
Recent Squares 
25119 Heartaches—Prystupa 25115 Harvest 	Of 	Sunshine—Zents 
25118 The Last Time 	I Sow Henry—Cargill 25114 Travelin' Sho,s—S - hultz 
25117 Under 	The 	Sun—Zents 25113 Downtown—Anderson 
25116 Green Green—Hendrickson 25112 Winter 	Wonderland—Cargill 
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NEW IDEAS 
FOUR LADIES CHAIN THRU 
by Vernon Johnson, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
From double pass thru position, 
center ladies chain and are immedi-
ately passed on to the outside ladies 
who are courtesy turned by the cen-
ter men to end in an eight chain thru 
set-up. 
From an eight chain thru position, 
ladies chain, but those now in the 
middle are immediately passed on in 
the middle and courtesy turned by 
the other middle man to end in a 
double pass thru set-up. 
Centers do only a half courtesy 
turn with the first lady. 
EXAMPLES 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Four ladies chain thru 
Chain 'em over, send 'em on  
Face a new two and square thru 
Four hands round, you're facing out 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Heads lead right, circle four full 
around, 'til you're back to back 
Four ladies chain thru 
Chain 'em over, send 'em on 
When you're thru, double pass thru, 
cloverleaf 
Center couples California twirl 
Four ladies chain thru 
Chain 'em over, send 'em on 
When you're thru, double pass thru 
First couple left, next one right 
Cross trail thru to a left allemande... 
Head couples star thru, pass thru, 
right and left thru 
All four ladies chain thru 
Chain 'em over, send 'em on 
When you do, centers pass thru, star 
thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
All four ladies chain thru 
Chain 'em over, send 'em on 
AQUA 
RECORD CO. 










NO AO 314 
Topsy-Turvy 
Wham Bang 





NO. AQ 131 
YOU DO 
BY JACK WILLISON 
MUSIC BY THE CAVALIERS 
NO. AQ 130 
BIRD OF PARADISE 
BY ARNE HAGEN 
MUSIC BY THE CROSSCATS 
NOW AT YOUR RECORD DEALER! 
	-mmi■mi1 
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Heads star thru, cross and turn 
Swing thru to a right and left 
grand . . . 
Face those two, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru to a left alle-
mande . . . 
CROSS AND TURN 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, LI., N.Y. 
From any two facing couples, the 
left hand person of each couple des-
ignated crosses over on a diagonal by 
passing right shoulders to stand fac-
ing out. The right hand person of 
each active couple does a U turn back 
in place. Equals two ladies chain, 
half sashay, pass thru and is a varia-
tion of swap around. 
EXAMPLES 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, L.I., N.Y. 
Heads cross and turn 
Separate, go round one into the mid- 
dle 
Star thru, California twirl 
Same two lead to the right 
Left allemande . . .  
Two and four right and left thru 
Heads half sashay 
Same four lead right, circle four, 
ladies break to a line 
Cross and turn, wheel across 
Cross and turn, wheel and deal 
Centers cross and turn 
Left allemande . . . 
Head ladies chain, heads cross and 
turn 
Both turn right, single file around 
two to a line 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers cross and turn, half square 
thru 
Wheel and deal, substitute 
Square thru three-quarters, men half 
sashay 
Left allemande . 
AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL BADGES 
At Special Club Discounts 
Here are badges that are truly beauti-
ful, distinctive. Nothing like them 
anywhere. Choice of over 20 colors .  
The very newest in designs and ideas 
always in stock. We also make 
badges to order any shape, any 
color, any size. Send sketch for FREE 
sample and estimate. Prices start at 
70(- each. Discounts on full club or-
ders. However, small orders welcome 
as well as large. Write for list of 
goofy and fun badges. Before you 
buy badges, check with us. We in-
vite comparison in quality, design, 
and craftsmanship. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. 
Write for Details — No Obligation 
NEW ERA ENGRAVERS 
11041 SOUTH TALMAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60655 
Phone: 312-233-5527 
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ALL EIGHT SWAP AROUND 
by Bob Nipper, Edwards, Calif. 
From a static square, on the call 
to all (eight) swap around, the 
ladies star left across the square to 
face out while the gents step to their 
right and do a U turn back. This 
leaves all couples facing out with the 
gents having their opposites as part-
ners in sequence. 
EXAMPLES 
by Bob Nipper, Edwards, Calif. 
All eight to the middle and back to 
town 
All eight gonna swap around 
Heads separate and star thru with the 
one you meet 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, center two square thru 
three-quarters 
Left allemande . . . 
Eight to the middle and back to 
town 
All eight gonna swap around 
Heads separate and star thru with  
the one you meet 
All cloverleaf with a brand new Sue 
Center two pass thru to a left alle-
mande . . . 
Eight to the middle and back to 
town 
All eight gonna swap around 
Heads separate and star thru with 
the one you meet 
All cloverleaf, center two swap 
around 
Circle four, heads break to a line 
Star thru, double swing thru 
Eight chain one to a left alle-
mande . . . 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine WORKSHOP fea-
tures original material submitted by you. 
Choreography, Callers' Questions, Basic 
Breakdown, Figures and Breaks, and New 
Ideas are presented each month. Mail new 
and creative material and questions to 
Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine, 514 Cherry Circle, Glen-
view, Ill. 60025. 
          









   




"SAVING YOUR KISSES" 
 
  




Coming April 15th 
Dick Houlton calls "Second Hand Rose" 
HH-333 
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"WOULDN'T YOU KNOW" 
Fox-trot by Jules & Dottie Billard 
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• KNAPPS ON THE MOVE—Jean 
and Roger Knapp, Corpus Christi, 
Tex., are joining a mobile medical 
unit that will travel throughout the 
central United States. Because they 
are moving out of their Corpus 
Christi home, they are offering their 
collection of SQUARE DANCE Mag-
azines dating back to 1950 and Foot 
and Fiddle Magazines dating back to 
1948 to any interested dancers. Write 
to the Knapps at 621 Ohio St., Cor-
pus Christi, Tex. 78404. 
• FIDDLERS—The American Old 
Time Fiddlers Association is com-
piling a publication as a complete 
reference on old time fiddlers, sec-
onds, and violin makers-repairmen. 
Information on every aspect of fid-
dling and anyone ever associated 
closely with the hobby is requested. 
Correspondence can be directed to 
Delores DeRyke, American Old Time 
Fiddlers Association, 3836 S. 16th St., 
Lincoln, Nebr. 68502. 
National Events 
• KANSAS—Apr. 1-2 are the dates 
set for the 16th Annual Southwest 
Kansas Festival in the Municipal 
Auditorium in Dodge City, Kans. Pro-
gram emcee will be Dave Taylor with 
rounds by Ann and Pete Peterman 
and music by the Cliff and Smiley 
Band. 
• VIRGINIA—"The Friendliest Fes-
tival in the South," the 12th Virginia 
For PENGUIN Liquid Plastic Coatings. For 
all surfaces inside or out. Wax no more. 
PENGUIN makes floors gleam and sparkle with 
a hard, glossy, durable, stain-resistant, crystal-
clear finish which is wholly different from any 
product being used today. Quickly applied by 
anyone—no skilled labor is required. It goes 
on smoothly whether applied with cloth or 
brush, dries rapidly, leaving a brilliant trans-
parent film that lasts indefinitely under heavy 
traffic. Completely eliminates waxing, scrub-
bing and polishing. Dealer and jobber inquiries 
also invited. Users may order for $13.95 per 
gallon delivered prepaid. Also for boats and 
autos. 
Minimum Investment — $500.00 
Maximum Investment — $12,000 
For complete details write or call: 
Area Code 314-AX-1-1500 
MERCHANDISING DIVISION 
P.O. Box 66 
ST. ANN, MISSOURI 63074 
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS 
AVAILABLE 
Festival, will be hosted by the danc-
ers of Charlottesville, Va. Apr. 2. 
Earl Johnston, Curley Custer, and 
Dulcy and Roy Belz will be on the 
program in the Memorial Gymna-
sium of the University of Virginia. 
• NEBRASKA—Melton Luttrell and 
Norma and Wayne Wylie will be fea-
tured at the Omaha Spring Festival 
Apr. 3. Dancing will be in Omaha's 
Civic Auditorium. 
• NEVADA—The Las Vegas, Nev. 
Whirlaway Club sponsors its 11th An-
nual Convention Apr. 15-16 in the 
Las Vegas Convention Center. The 
invitation is out to "Come have the 
square-dancingest time of your life!" 
• ARIZONA—The 19th Annual Val-
ley of the Sun Festival will help open 
the new Arizona Veterans' Memorial 
Coliseum in Phoenix, Ariz. Apr. 15-
17. Live music and nearly a hundred 
callers will top a program that fea- 
tures the Arizona State Fiddlers Con-
test, a Cowboy Breakfast, fashion 
show, exhibitions, and plenty of live-
ly dancing. 
• WISCONSIN—"Let's Dance So 
Children Can Walk" is the slogan of 
the Sixth Annual Benefit Dance for 
Crippled Children set for Apr. 16 in 
Racine, Wis. All callers are invited 
to participate in the program in Ra-
cine's Masonic Lodge. Proceeds go 
to the Shriners Hospital in Oak Park, 
Ill. 
• OHIO—Toledo, Ohio hosts the 
Eighth Annual Buckeye State Con-
vention Apr. 16-17. The Toledo Area 
Callers Association will sponsor fes-
tivities in the city's Sports Arena. 
• ILLINOIS—The Illinois Knotheads 
Annual Election Dance will bring 
Johnny Davis and Edna and Gene 
Arnfield to the Blue Moon Ballroom 
in Elgin, Ill. Apr. 17. Dancing will 
he 2-5 p.m. 
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES 
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big 
profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The 
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if 
you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and 
books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of 
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your 
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details 
No obligation. 
WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU 
CALIFORNIA 
	
ILLINOIS 	 NEBRASKA 
Corsair-Continental Corp. 	 Heritage Distributing corp. 	Square Dance Distributors 






P.O.Box 16. Bath 
CANADA 	 MICHIGAN 
Canadian Music Sales 	 Square Dance Specialties 
38 Advance Rood, Toronto, Ont. 14600 Grand River, Detroit 27 TEXAS 
Merrbach Record Sales 






Webster Record Distributors 
	
WASHINGTON 
2531 Piedmont Rd., N E , 	 124 W. Lockwood 
	
Western Dance Distributors 
Atlanta 30324 
	
St. Louis 19 
	
1230, 2 Westlake Ave N , Seattle 8 
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
If you're moving, please let us know 
three weeks before changing your ad-
dress. Place magazine label here. Print 
your new address below. If you hove 
a question about your subscription, place 
your address label here and clip this 







     
     
   
zip code 
 
• NEBRASKA—The City Auditor-
ium in Columbus, Nebr. will be the 
site of the Tenth Annual Mid-State 
Festival Apr. 17. Afternoon and eve-
ning sessions are planned. 
• TEXAS—Amarillo, Tex. hosts its 
first Round Dance Festival Apr. 22-
23 at the Wolflin School. Featured 
instructors will be Darlene and Jack 
Chaffee. 
• KENTUCKY — The Kentuckiana 
Association has nicknamed its Sixth 
Annual Spring Festival "Bluegrass 
Frolic." Bruce Johnson, Johnny 
Davis, Johnny Toth, and area callers 
will be featured Apr. 22-24 at the 
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Cen-
ter in Louisville. 
• NEBRASKA—Beatrice, Nebr. hosts 
its Annual Spring Festival Apr. 24 at 
the City Auditorium. Behind the 
mike will be Ken McCartney, Bill 
Speidel, Ernie Gross, and Tom Rink-
er. 
• MISSOURI—Dick Enderle, Ken 
Anderson, and Nita and Manning 
Smith will visit St. Louis, Mo. Apr. 
29-30 to staff the Spring Festival of 
the Greater St. Louis Federation. 
• LOUISIANA—Opal and Chuck 
Goodman's Bar-None Ranch near 
New Orleans, La. will be the site of 
the Third New Orleans Round Dance 
Festival Apr. 30. The workshop and 
dance party will be led by Nita and 
Manning Smith. 
• OHIO—Continuous dancing for 11 
hours will be featured at the Sixth 
Annual Akron Area Festival Apr. 30. 
All those hours of dancing will make 
the Akron University Memorial Hall 
jump with the help of staffers Johnny 
Davis, Lloyd Litman, Ron Schneider, 
Johnny Roth, Dewey Barry, and Dar-
ene and Jack Chaffee. 
Address: Notional News and Events Editor, 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 514 Cherry Circle, 
Glenview, Illinois 60025. 
Enjoy the time of your life at the "Big Daddy" of 'em all -- The 19th Annual 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE CAMP 
at the LIGHTED LANTERN 
Atop Lookout Mountain, Golden, Colo. 
4 SEPARATE WKS. -JULY 17-AUG. 13 
One Week $60.00. Two Weeks $115.00 
Featured staff includes: Ray Smith, John LeClair, 
Vaughn Parrish, Gaylon Shull, Willard Riddell, Sal 
Fonara, Beryl Main, Al Brownlee, Francis Zeller, 
Bettye & Charles Proctor, Helen & Bob Smithwick, 
Edna & Gene Arnfield, Pete & Don Hickman. Write 
For brochure. 
Write: PAUL J. KERMIET, Route 3, Golden, Colo. 
AI Brownlee 
	
Pete & Don 
	
Edna & Gene 
Hickman Arnfield 
Subscription Service 
Please include a SQUARE DANCE 
address label to insure prompt 
service whenever you write about 
your subscription. 
Mail to: SQUARE DANCE 
Subscription Service 
514 Cherry Circle 
Glenview, Illinois 60025  
To subscribe to SQUARE DANCE 
mail this form with your pay-
ment and check r] New Subscription 
ID Renew My Present Subscription.  
Subscription rates in the United 
States: One year, 55.00; Two years, 
59.00; Three years, 512 00. Canadian 







A proven way to work out new square 
dance calls anytime, anyplace. Just as 
3 coach works out his new plays using 
diagrams or blocks, a caller con work 
out his new calls before actually using 
them with John Word's CHEK-A-KALL. 
Visualize every moment of your coll. 
Shipped postpaid 	 $2.00 
SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES 
Both are printed m 3 colors. 8'2 by 11 inch size. Suitable for framing. 
YOUR CHOICE OF DELUXE 
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS 
•Add 25 cents for postage on orders less than 25 diplomas.  
Postage is paid on all orders of 25 or more. Dealers and dis, 





:A- 	HAVE FUN 
SQUARE DANCING 
DAY-GLO BUMPER STRIPS 
Design printed in block on fire orange fluorescent 
self adhesive stock. 	12 inches long by 4 inches 
deep. four times brighter than ordinary colors.  
Get enough for the whole club. Postpaid. 
35c EACH 	 2 FOR 50e 
ORDER BLANK 
SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 	 I 
514 Cherry Cir., Glenview, III. 60025 








and name of store 
STYLE 0700 
Adorable dance dress 
••• 
,n wove-, checks 






YELLOW BIRD—Grenn 12079 
Calls by Ron Schneider 
Here's a dandy to usher in the 
spring season. It's simple, direct, 
easy club, a pace-setter, joyous, light, 
contemporary, melodic, and bright. 
What more do we need say? Oh yes, 
it's a cross between a Schneider War-
bler and an Orlich Migratory Plover. 
FINDERS KEEPERS—Windsor 4850 
Calls by Bruce Johnson 
"Cute" is what we'd label this little 
Johnson tag. The break has more 
meat than the figure, but the figure 
has a little business with the ladies 
promenading to the same man they 
gnatted once before. The music is 
consistently good to the last scratch. 
ALABAMA MAID—Kalox 1055 
Calls by Vaughn Parrish 
This one is tun to dance. The band 
keeps thumping out a pretty good 
accompaniment for any caller, and 
there's all the usual local stops en 
route to Alabama, club style. Vaughn 
should pick up a few new Parrishon-
ers on this trip. 
DON'T TELEPHONE, DON'T TELEGRAPH 
—MacGregor 1084 
Calls by Bill Ball 
"Tell a woman and she'll tell the 
whole durn town" gives MacGregor 
a good reason to call a caller, wire 
the waxworks, and prepare to sell-a-
phono long distance. Actually it 
comes out with a pretty good mes-
sage. There's even an eight chain 
three. 
LITTLE BIT OF SUGAR—Hi Hat 328 
Calls by Lee McCormack 
Another Mary Poppins hit comes 
hack to haunt us. Best trick is the 
FAYE CREATIONS, INC. 
609 W. RILLITO 	 TUCSON, ARIZONA 
Maaail VinKti RECORDS 
-THE RECORD DESIGNED... WITH THE CALLER iN MIND 
WW 303 
"LOVE IN THE COUNTRY" 
By Beryl Main 
WW 401 
"WORLD OF OUR OWN" 
By Joel Pepper 
Music by the WAGON MASTERS 
9304 WEST 53rd AVENUE • • • ARVADA, COLORADO 
ENGRAVED 
NAME 50c BADGES 	EACH 
Any State Shape 65e - Choice of Colors 
FULL LIST OF GIMMICK CLUBS_ We will quote 
prices for badges from your samples or 
sketches; any color, any shape. Write for 
brochure or for information. 
A TO Z ENGRAVING, Ray Nelson 
P.O. BOX 345C, WAUCONDA, ILL. 
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SQUARE L ANNOUNCES 
GayIon Shull Calling 




SL-124 by Dick Enderle 
CITY LIGHTS 
SL-123 by Dusty Ronda 
Wonderful Music By 
Square L Outlaws 
SQUARE L RECORD CO. 
8512 La Jolla Ct. 
Ft. Worth 16, Tex. 
Now Booking 1967 Dates 
in the Great Midwest 
WRITE TO 
CHUCK McDONALD 
FHNTC, Bldg. 3109 USNTC 
Great Lakes, Ill. 60088 
Limited Dates Still Open for 1966 
OLD TIMER RECORD 
! ! ! ! CATALOG ! ! ! 
YOURS FOR A 5c STAMP 
Old Timer offers the best in old stand-
ards as well as new favorites. Get 
complete record listing now. 
OLD TIMER RECORDS 
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 14, Arizona 
swing star thru to an eight chain 
thru. Otherwise, easy as pie and al-
most as sweet. McCormack tries to 
affect a "little bit of Jolson" which 
turns out a little saccharine. Music is 
fine. 
UNDER THE SUN—Top 25117 
Calls by Don Zents 
Don Zents picks up another pretty 
penny with a peppy lyric sung from 
the sun and from the heart, even be-
fore his "Harvest of Sunshine" has had 
time to reap its full reward. Very 
orderly dance, featuring all four cou-
ples Suzy Q (prompted) in the 
break. 
GREEN GREEN—Top 25116 
Calls by Chip Hendrickson 
Well, the pasture wasn't much 
greener on Top than on Flip when it 
came time to re-do old "Green," but 
maybe a few greenbacks will flow for 
Grenn, Inc. The tune is repetitious, 
the dance is ordinary, the calling 
needs more color, but the band picks 
up the pieces admirably. 
FOOLISH QUESTIONS—Hi Hat 327 
Calls by Joel Kadish 
Now we have a little bit of cha 
cha beat and a foolish question—Is it 
worth it? The lyrics are a little wordy 
and the rhyme is different, so what? 
So maybe you like girls run? So why 
fight it? 
I'D BETTER CALL THE LAW ON ME—
MacGregor 1085 
Calls by Don Stewed 
Nothing to write home about here, 
but not bad either. Music is typical-
ly MacGregor with a capital Mmmm 
and a sweet beat. Average club. We 
wouldn't give you ten sets for the 
mediocre tune. 
ROUND DANCES 
I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU—Belco 217 
Choreography by Pete and Don Hick-
man 
A 32 measure, two-part, two times 




each eight measures. Solo two-step 
turn with a lunge twirl figure barely 
brings this out of the "run of the 
mill' two-steps. This is strictly two-
timi% music with "Your Cheating 
Heart trying to get all tied up with 
"Can't Stop Loving You." Easy-inter-
mediate. 
RIGHT LOVE—Belco 217 




	Sixteen measures of basic two-step 
( no turns ), scissors, and hitches all 
boxed up with an interlude between 
each sequence. This music is an 
April Fooler . . . strictly yeh, yeh, 
yeh . . . swim, monkey, frug music. 
Easy. 
ARCHIE'S MELODY—Grenn 14082 
Choreography by Nora and Archie 
Murrell 
An old tune with a face-lifting rou-
tine just in time for spring. A 32 mea-
sure waltz, two times through, with 
repeats on each figure. A little can-
ter here, a twisty vine there, good 
waltz music with the zip of two-step, 
and there you have "Archie's Melo-
dy." A natural for square dance 
events. Easy. 
WINTER MIXER Grenn 14082 
Choreography by Betty and Iry Easter-
day 
An eight measure, eight times 
through, mixer to a good arrange-
ment of "Winter Wonderland." Most-
ly star figures and alamo style bal-
ances. Music is seasonable but good 
enough to put this one in the top 
drawer for next year's holiday season. 
Correct starting position on instruc-
tions to read men face line of direc-
tion, ladies face reverse line of di-
rection. 
I'M GONNA BUILD A FENCE—Hi Hat 
824 
Choreography by Lila and Bill Turner 
Another Hi Hat toe-tappin' tune 
with a 32 measure two-step routine. 
MERRBACH PRESENTS 
BLUE STAR: 1777 —Out of Your Mind, Caner 
Al Brownlee, Flip/ Inst 
1778 —Sugarfoot Rag/ Tulsa (Hoedowns) 
1779—You Call Everybody Darling, Caller.  
Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst .  
BOGAN: 1191 --You All Come, Caller Billy 
Dittemore, Flip Inst.  
1192—love Bug, Caller Billy Dittemore, 
Flip/Inst 
LORE: 1086—Go Swinging With A lady, 
Caller- Allen Tipton, Flip Inst. 
ROCKIN 	1331—Further and Further, 
Caller Paul Childers, Flip/ Inst. 
SWINGING SQUARE: 2333 — Hello Mary 
Lou, Caller George Peterson, Flip/Inst. 
KEENO: 2330—Set Me Free, Caller Harold 
Bausch, Flip/ Inst, 
MUSTANG: 115—Green Beret, Caller Bob 
Arnold, Flip, inst. 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas 
Travel 100 miles 
each way  (one 
square or more) to 
attend club or open 
dance. For applica-
tion form write, 
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS 
P.O. Box 245—Gig Harbor, Wash. 98335 
COMPLETE COURSE 
SQUARE DANCE 
Fundamentals & Movements 
All the basic figures, new movements and ex-
perimental figures, from the very first Allemande 
Left to the very latest. Dancers say it is the most 
complete book on Square Dancing they have ever 
seen and that it should be a MUST for both 
dancers and callers. A new supplement is issued 
periodically (at a nominal cost) to keep the 
book up to date. 
Price to dote, $2.95 plus 20c mailing costs. 
Florida residents add 3% sales tax. 
WALT WENTWORTH, 5557 57th A 	 North, 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33709 
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Over 80 calls, with lesson plans and teach-
ing hints for quadrilles, contras, patter 
and singing calls. Beginner material. 
Proven dances. How to build a lasting 
square dance movement. 
And much more 	 LJ PPD 
Order from 
RALPH SWEET, POWDER MILL BARN 
32 S. Maple St., Hazardville, Conn. 06036 
NAME ONLY-60c 
NAME & TOWN 
OR DESIGN-65c 
NAME & TOWN I 
	
& DESIGN- 75c 	• 
ANY STATE SHAPE ONLY $1.25 Each 
We design club badges. Order any badge 
in any color—black, white, blue, green, 
brown, red, yellow, walnut, birch. 
PAT'S PLASTICS We Check ' e  pay Postage 
Box 847, Rifle, Colo. 81650, 
Ph. (303) 625-1718 
Your (6ttaratitrr of the finest 
in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES 
T Quality 
_ 	 
At Better Stores Everywhere 
F. L. Wilmarth Co., East Pray., R. I. 
ilrFOR HARD-TO-FIND RECORDS We have one of the largest stocks of 
both old and new square and round 
dance records in the U.S.A. We ship most 
orders on the same day the order is 
received. 




We recently acquired a great many old 
and discontinued numbers on both 78's 
and 45's. These are available at special 
reduced prices. Write for list. 
SEND 5c STAMP FOR NEW CATALOG. 
MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix, Arizona 
Dance goes two times through with 
adequate repeats to make it on the 
easy side. No vines growing on this 
fence, but an abundance of limps 
and scissors. Betcha Tom S. would 
find Huck Finn dancing while he 
painted the pickets on this fence. 
Easy. 
MY BEST TO YOU—Hi Hat 824 
Choreography by Pat and Lou Barbee 
A 32 measure waltz, two and a half 
times through. There are two parts 
to this routine with repeats on part 
A. An unusual arrangement of half 
figures—half boxes, half turns, and 
the like. A "Best to You" in waltz-
ing. Voila! Intermediate. 
GO-GO-GO—Windsor 4712 
Choreography by Betty and Cksncy 
Mueller 
A 32 measure sequence, three times 
through, incorporating several re-
peats. This is an excellent recording 
of "Enjoy Yourself' samba style. "Go-
Go" is a two-step with vines, bal-
ances, a buzz here and there. Like 
the rose by any other name, a samba 
musical score remains a samba. GO-
ing, GO-ing, GO-ne! Easy. 
FOREVER AND EVER—Windsor 4712 
Choreography by Betty and Don 
Paradis 
A 32 measure (no repeat) waltz 
routine. Sequence goes through two 
times. Too many figures leave us 
foggy trying to get throuh a smoggy 
arrangement of "Always. Not up to 
the usual Windsor recordings, but ya 
gotta let down once in a while to be 
appreciated. Intermediate-advanced. 
All records listed and reviewed 
in SQUARE DANCE Magazine 
each month are available from 
your local record dealer. Consult 
the Record Dealer Roster on page 







While being closely associated 
with the Keokuk Swing Ezy Disaster 
Benefit Fund, as I have been since 
the very beginning, I wish to thank 
all the square dance magazines for 
their articles on the disaster. 
We receive many letters every day 
wanting information, such as the 
number of deceased, hospitalized, 
orphaned, etc. We feel that through 
our square dance magazines these 
people have been kept up to date. 
. . . Our fund now stands at over 
$122,000.00. . . . 
Due to criticism and approvals 
made by square dancers in regards 
to all square dance magazine articles 
written on the recent disaster, I per-
sonally approve all articles which 
were in any way beneficial to our 
fund or our friends in Keokuk. 
Ken Anderson 
Burlington, Iowa 
. . . Regarding your Between Tips 
in the February issue of SQUARE 
DANCE, we feel it was quite un-
necessary to berate Sets In Order and 
Bob Osgood in regard to the Keokuk 
disaster. . . . 
Betty and Lorne Hay 
Barrie, Ont., Canada 
. . . This editorial (February 1966 
SQUARE DANCE) stated that all 
dancers knew all about the Keokuk 
disaster. . . . 
In the Illinois area, there probably 
was quite a bit of publicity about this 
disaster, but many of our dancers 
heard about it by word of mouth, 
though it was printed in our news-
papers. . . . 
Ruth Franklin 
Arvada, Colo. 
We have enjoyed the recent ar-
ticles in SQUARE DANCE. We hope 
that Bruce Johnson's article has been 
widely read and can be put into 
practice. However, many dancers feel 
that our movement can grow only on 
progress. This means new basics, so 
I feel that we will have this argu-
ment for many years to come. . . . 
Reed and I have been subscribers 
to your magazine for many, many 
years. We refer to our back issues 
many times. We like the articles you 
are publishing, the various views of 
many leaders, and please, never stop 
printing all sides, angles, and con-
troversial issues in our recreation. 
This keeps us all on our toes. . . . 
Ruth Moody 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
It was a wonderful idea to change 
the name of SQUARE DANCE Mag-
azine. . . . 
Chuck Raley's write-up on callers' 
wives was wonderful. I know Jerrine 
( my wife) has really kept me on my 
toes. . . . This year we ve started a 
new hobby, i.e., teaching a round 
dance club. This was another of 
Jerrine's ideas which we now both 
enjoy. . . . 
Allan Burke 
Dummer, Sask., Canada 
You people have the one and only 
publication for square dance call-
ers. . . . 
Gene Weldon 
Electra, Tex. 
Thanks for the reminder about my 
subscription, as I certainly wouldn t 
want to miss an issue of a magazine 
which brings such a wealth of ma-
terial to both dancer and caller 
alike. . . . 
Margaret Hough 
Scarbough, Ont., Canada 
Address: Mail Editor, SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 
514 Cherry Circle, Glenview, Illinois 60025. 
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NATIONAL SQUARE DAN 
Dear Members: 
We have received many requests 
for information on the history and 
actual beginning of the National 
Square Dance Association. This 
month we will answer these requests 
with a brief outline of the forma-
tion of the NSDA. 
The NSDA was started at the Pur-
due Seminar in August of 1965 after 
much serious consideration of the 
problems in the square dance move-
ment. The Seminar attracted some 
of the best minds in the square and 
round dance world. These people 
were concerned with the serious side 
of the activity. Many had college de-
grees in recreation and other related 
fields. 
These people were not interested 
in a scheme to raise money or sell 
magazines. They were truly interest-
ed in the entire dance field: past his-
tory; recent trends: problems; and the 
current state of affairs. The decision 
to form the NSDA was unanimous 
and logical. You who are our Char-
ter Members realize that the decision 
reached at Purdue will have far-
reaching effects on the dance move-
ment in the years to come. 
Some in attendance at Purdue felt 
that many square dancers would join 
our Association because of its novel-
ty, but this has not been the case. 
Few of you rushed in to join just 
for the sake of joining. In fact, few 
people joined the Association imme-
diately. Now, six months later, many 
of you have sent in your memberships 
with thoughtful ideas and comments 
to assist our organization. We are 
happy that after serious consideration 
of the values of the NSDA, you who 
are the real leaders in the movement  
are giving us your support. 
It is rewarding to note the num-
ber of national callers and leaders 
who are joining our cause. These are 
the true professionals in the field. 
Since they make a living from the 
square and round dance movement, 
they are rightfully most concerned 
with its future. Many of these lead-
ers have been involved in the activity 
for over 20 years. They realize that 
our problems cannot be solved priv-
ately. Only an Association like ours, 
an organization of people working to-
gether, can change trends in the best 
interests of square and round danc-
ing. 
Many of our Charter Members ex-
press opinions like this one from 
Howard Rohrbacher of the Recrea-
tion Department in Ocala, Fla.: "I 
feel this is a wonderful movement, 
long overdue, and I'm certain it will 
meet with great success." 
Square and round dancing are ab-
solutely the finest types of recreation 
in America today. Yet we are in 
danger of decreasing in popularity 
while golf, tennis, bowling, and you-
name-it are increasing by leaps and 
bounds. Why? The NSDA will find 
the answers and, with your support, 
provide the solutions. 
Orden Joknson 
MORE NEW MEMBERS 
Luella and Rex Abling 
Houghton Lake, Mich. 
Cathie and Stan Burdick 
Sandusky, Ohio 
Harriett and Clifford Costley 
Houghton Lake Heights, Mich. 
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Enclosed find $5.00 (per person or 
per couple) enrollment fee for one 
year membership, charter certifi-
cate, membership card ( s ), and 
special discount privileges. I un-
derstand $2.50 of this amount is 
for SQUARE DANCE Magazine 
subscription (12) issues), the of-
ficial publication of the Associa-
tion. 
Signed 	 
Mail this form and remittance to. 
National Square Dance Association 
25 E. Chestnut St.  




Please enroll ( me) ( us ) as charter 
member( s ) in the National Square 
Dance Association: 
(Mr. & Mrs.) (Mr.) (Mrs.) (Miss ) 
Address 	  
City 	  
State Zip 	 
CE ASSOCIATION NEWS 
25 EAST CHESTNUT STREET, 
Della and Adolph Dalton 
Fresno, Calif. 




Cleda and Warren Hawkins 
Streetsboro, Ohio 
Joseph Hivko 
South Chicago, Ill. 
Albert Holden 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 
Ruth and Bernard Leak 
Colby, Kans. 
Dollie Lee 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
William Lewis 
West Point, N.Y. 
Kay and Ed Mack 
Clearwater Beach, Fla. 
Joe Mara 
Chicago, Ill. 






CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 




Gertie and Owen Oliver 
Columbia, Mo. 
Jean and Earle Park 
Yorkton, Sask., Canada 
Fern and Clayten Petersen 
York, Nebr. 
Joy and Harold Pierstorff 
Celina, Ohio 
Cleo and Lyle Reene 
Custer, Mich. 
Johnnie Roth 
Red Oak, Iowa 
Louise and Vincent Spore 
Elkhart, Ind. 
Kay and Don Stein 
Ottawa, Ill. 
Pam and T. J. Talley 





LaDon and Carroll Woolverton 







Watch for all these 
special features 
and all your favorite 
regular features 
coming in the 
MAY 1966 
ISSUE 
"LET'S TALK ABOUT 
STYLING" -- Johnny Davis 
Veteran caller Johnny Davis casts an analytic 
eye at square dance styling in a fast-paced 
interview next month. Johnny's ideas on styl-
ing's vital role in square dancing make worth-
while and thoughtful reading. 
"PEACEFUL VALLEY, COLO. -
VACATIONS FOR SQUARES" 
Our vacation series whisks you to the fabulous 
Rockies for a visit to Mabel and Karl Boehm's 
Peaceful Valley Lodge. Meet the Boehm fam-
ily and learn why their guest ranch is a favorite 
summer retreat for "dude" square dancers. 
"STYLING IS GOOD DANCING" 
Lib and Tom Hubbard of Atlanta, Ga. stand 
round dancers up before their styling mirrors 
and ask, "Is that really you?" Their tips for 
improving each round dancer's reflection are 
invaluable. 
1/44EE.,ROSC0,:riAYU Now 
I FEEL WHEN POSE siG 
CLODS 61/4IN6 ME ," 
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"NOBODY KNOWS YA" — A simple crowd-appealing dance 
that Ruth Stillion "Whopped" up and Bruce Johnson calls so 
masterfully. Excellent music by Pete Lofthouse Band. Everyone 
will love it. 
LATEST IN SQUARES 
4851 — "I NEVER KNEW" – by Al Brundage 
4850 — "FINDERS KEEPERS – by Bruce Johnson 
4849 — "STARRY EYES" – by Bruce Johnson 
NEW ROUNDS 
"SHENANIGANS" — A most appealing simple Two-step. Composed by TOM & 
PHYLLIS WHITTLE of Decatur, Alabama. 
"BAUBLES, BANGLES AND BEADS" — A lovely Waltz. Composed by BRUCE & 
SHIRLEY JOHNSON of Santa Barbara, California. — No. 4714. 
OUR LATEST HITS IN ROUNDS 
No. 4713 — "CASTLES IN SPAIN" — Two-step by Wayne & Norma Wylie 
"GAY AND SHINY" — Simple two-step by Sy & Irene Volkart 
No. 4712 — "GO-GO-GO" — Two-step by Clancy & Betty Mueller 
"FOREVER AND EVER" — Waltz by Don & Betty Paradis 
tianas,BANGLES & austi 
Wirthsor Records _ 5530 N. ROSEMEAD BLVD., TEMPLE CITY, CALIF. 
NEW ON KALOX 
K-1057 	FLIP INST. 
YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING 
CALLER — SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL 
K-1056 - HOEDOWNS 




CALLER — VAUGHN PARRISH 
K-1054 FLIP INST. 
BUMMING AROUND 
CALLER — C. 0. GUEST 




316 STARR ST., 
DALLAS, 
TEXAS 
NEW ON LONGHORN 
LH-153—FLIP/INST. 
ECHO FROM THE HILLS 
CALLER — JERRY ADKINS 
LH-I 52—FLIP/INST 
BACK IN CIRCULATION 
CALLER — LOUIS CALHOUN 
MUSIC BY THE LONGHORN PLAYBOYS 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
MUSIC BY THE BELCO RHYTHM BOYS 












Pete and Don Hickman 
THE RIGHT LOVE 
Two-Step By 
Ann and Emanuel Duming 
